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upcycle it Dell OptiPlex 5060 Intel® Core™ i5 i5-8500T 16 GB 256
GB SSD Windows 11 Pro Mini PC Black

Brand : upcycle it Product code: DESK-DELL5060-MICRO-A001

Product name : Dell OptiPlex 5060

upcycle it Dell OptiPlex 5060. Processor frequency: 2.1 GHz, Processor family: Intel® Core™ i5,
Processor model: i5-8500T. Internal memory: 16 GB. Total storage capacity: 256 GB, Storage media:
SSD. On-board graphics card model: Intel® UHD Graphics 630. Operating system installed: Windows 11
Pro, Operating system architecture: 64-bit. Chassis type: Mini PC. Product type: Mini PC. Weight: 1.31 kg.
Product colour: Black

Processor

Processor manufacturer * Intel
Processor family * Intel® Core™ i5
Processor generation 8th gen Intel® Core™ i5
Processor model * i5-8500T
Processor cores 6
Processor frequency * 2.1 GHz
Processor boost frequency 3.5 GHz
Processor cache 9 MB
Processor cache type Smart Cache
Processor threads 6
Number of processors installed 1

Memory

Internal memory * 16 GB

Storage

Total storage capacity * 256 GB
Storage media * SSD
Optical drive type *
Number of storage drives installed 1
Total SSDs capacity 256 GB
Number of SSDs installed 1
SSD capacity 256 GB

Graphics

Discrete graphics card *
On-board graphics card *
Discrete graphics card model * Not available
On-board GPU manufacturer Intel
On-board graphics card family Intel® UHD Graphics

Graphics

On-board graphics card model * Intel® UHD Graphics 630
Maximum on-board graphics card
memory 64 GB

Network

Ethernet LAN *
Ethernet LAN data rates 10,100,1000 Mbit/s

Ports & interfaces

Ethernet LAN (RJ-45) ports 1
Line-out
Line-in

Design

Chassis type * Mini PC
Product colour * Black
Refurbished
Refurbished grade Grade A

Performance

Trusted Platform Module (TPM)
Product type * Mini PC

Software

Operating system installed * Windows 11 Pro
Operating system architecture 64-bit

Weight & dimensions

Width * 175.3 mm
Depth * 177.8 mm
Height * 33.1 mm
Weight * 1.31 kg

Packaging content

Display included *
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